
DOES ADVERTISING ENCOURAGE MATERIALISM

Advertisements promote materialism in several ways. The first is by creating new needs and desires among people.
Advertisements also encourage people to.

There is, however, one factor that stands out among all others; this is advertising. We now go for brand over
quality and other guidelines and we ought to not be impressed that what we call as brands are those who assert
these to be you are advertisements. Generally speaking, past research indicates that advertising and escalation
of materialism are positively correlated Richins, ; Rumbo, ; Scrase, ; Ciochetto, ; Roy, ; Chan and Cia, ;
Osmonbekov et al. Opree also studied the average happiness of children that were exposed to certain amounts
of advertisements. Every advertisement, no matter what it is, is meant to make you feel something. Advert is
something that persuades an individual. This persuasion is made for an action, an action to get together with
using what the advertisement display. Now you want to have fast paced cars no subject we don't possess the
true time to drive it. On a critical note we ought to remember that the advertisements are with grounds and
really the only common reason to increase their sale. Children and Advertisement According to the American
Academy of Pediatrics, children under 8 are not able to understand advertisements as attempts to sell them
products, and will accept any claims advertisements make without scrutiny. We don't understand what these
adverts did to us. These advertisements are creating digital life before us. Reference has been made to them in
this section. The answers to these questions lay in the actual fact that these advertising are suggesting material
possessions which can be rather appealing to the others. One such area of worry, which has been much
debated, is the escalation of materialism and consumerism by advertisements. Often times, such loans have
dire consequences for the financial safety of individuals Nuta,  The world is currently moving fast and folks
don't have sufficient time to think independently, and is also where these adverts are more firmly participating
in its role. Agencies can make any product desirable through various techniques. We should try to realize what
these adverts are meant for? But how exactly we can do this? The socially responsible move would be to target
your advertisements at parents instead of directly to children. They display how these products brings life to
them and contentment is merely possible with the possession of something fading out the image of real
happiness and satisfaction which comes from inner of self applied not by including in this materials world and
its contents. The world which our company is seeing now is more inspired by the materialism and
advertisements have played a major role in delivering this materialism to modern culture. That satisfaction
could be more interesting than those momentarily joys which this ad world screen to us much like even a good
sense one can evaluate what is real and what's virtual but it is not wondering that folks have even loss their
good sense because these adverts has acted like an web in which people are lost like an insect. Since
advertising is so prevalent in our society it is almost impossible to shield children from it. These
advertisements have manufactured a society in which moral, religious and social beliefs doesn't seem to own
much weight and what appears to have weight is the ownership and more possession of the items which we
never required. We don't go for things that are cheap and can fulfill of our needs alternatively we go for things
we have better advertising or rather which have been projected better. We have to always remember the old
days when the adverts were not as dominating as they are. If parents educate their children on this
manipulation and how it should not affect their view of themselves and others, children will be more educated
about their surroundings. Now what's important is to focus in the actual fact that every advertisement is with
purpose and again purpose is good for an action, an action from the viewers, listener or reader's area favoring
that advertisement. Well, there is little they can do about it. Children are especially vulnerable to advertising
because they have little sense of cost. The individuals are so busy these days that they don't have enough time
to take into consideration of what is of the requirements and they blindly believe in what the advert is
demonstrating them. We drive our pleasure out of these things that happen to be alternatively taking the world
away from reality. The globe is currently under one roof top, so thus your competition, and when we see this
characteristics of competition we always want ourselves to come in contact with each and everyone. On
account of it therefore, past researchers and social scientists have expressed concerns over the effect of
advertisements on public and private virtues Haefner, ; Lavine et al. This is not really the fault of the child or
even the parents. We also needs to not forget the advertisement have not necessarily been to entice consumer,
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some ad includes knowledge and understanding also but the thing is that people are more thinking about the
former just because we've been created with a need which can be rather unproductive if we grow ourselves
morally and spiritually. This sense which advertising have created in us is basically because we are a whole lot
prone and near to the materialistic world. Stereotypes Advertising campaigns can promote stereotypes by
portraying groups, such as women and minorities, in their traditional or stereotypical roles.


